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Aera Energy has approached
this project and our
community in exactly the
right way. They are open and
transparent about their plans,
and have demonstrated they

’’

are good neighbors.

Steve Pepe
Owner, Clos Pepe Vineyards
President Santa Barbara
Econ Alliance
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Conserving Fresh Water
Reducing fresh water usage has been a
environment, and the situation promises
company-wide priority at Aera, and our
to become even more challenging as the
focus on conservation
state’s population grows,
has achieved
intensifying demand for
remarkable results.
water. In the face of this
"Aera will not use
During the recent
reality, conservation just
any
fresh
water
drought, between
makes so much sense.
for steam or for oil
2008 and 2015, Aera
It saves money, protects
reduced its fresh water
drinking water resources,
production at the
usage by more than
maintains the health of
project."
a third. Currently, less
aquatic environments
than one percent of
and saves energy.
Eric Paulson, East Cat
the water used at our
Canyon Project Manager One of Aera’s most
facilities is fresh water.
dramatic reductions in
Years of drought forced
water usage occurred
Californians to confront the severe impacts
at our Belridge Field in Kern County. When
of limited water supplies on people and the
challenged to conserve, our engineers
applied their ingenuity to redesign water
treatment and distribution processes.
Management committed to making
the significant investment required to
Please feel free to visit our website, give
implement the conservation plan, and the
us a call, send an email or write. We want
result has been enormous cuts in fresh
to answer your questions, and give you the
water usage.
information you want about our company
and the project.
“Aera will build water conservation practices
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directly into our new production facilities at
East Cat Canyon," said Project Manager
Eric Paulson. He noted that “Aera will not
use any fresh water for steam or for oil
production at the project.”

Aera employee Lisa Lester appreciates
the magic that St. Jude delivers. Her
son Cole was diagnosed with a form of
muscular dystrophy when he was eleven
years old and underwent four surgeries
by the time he was thirteen.
Lisa and Cole, shown above, drove
two and a half hours from where she
works at Aera’s Coalinga Oil field to
volunteer at the St. Jude phone bank.
Aera was one of the primary sponsors
for the St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital's Santa Barbara Radiothon,
which was hosted recently by Sunny
Country Radio 102.5 FM
“I know what it’s like to be a kid going
through the medical system,” said
Cole, who was recently announced as
his high school’s valedictorian. Added
his mom, Lisa, “I’m proud that Aera is
supporting such an important program,
and I’m thrilled to be able to give
something back!”
St. Jude is a remarkable place, where
they focus on providing exceptional
care to patients with pediatric cancer
and other life-threatening diseases.
Unlike many hospitals, St. Jude relies
on donations for the majority of its
funding. And what makes it even more
unique is that families never receive a
bill from St. Jude for treatment, travel,
housing or food.

